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SAP Vision for Collaborative Enterprise Planning
SAP’s vision is to bring together all
planning processes across the enterprise.
The combination of Integrated Business Planning
and SAP Analytics Cloud allows the Enterprise to
align time-based production plan based on
resource capacity, marketing, sales, and
inventory with the Corporate Financial Plan
including Profit and Loss, Balance sheet, and
Cash Flow.
The Digital Boardroom combines this information
with actuals from the digital core for full
collaboration and a 360 view of the business.

Sales & Operations
Planning

Workforce
Planning
SAP Analytics
Cloud/ SAP
SFSF

SAP Integrated
Business Planning

SAP Analytics
Cloud

Financial
Planning

Marketing
Planning

SAP Analytics
Cloud

SAP Analytics
Cloud / SAP
Hybris*

Sales Planning
SAP Analytics
Cloud / SAP
CallidusCloud*
© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL

*Planned Integration
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How SAC and IBP complement each other
➢

SAP Analytics Cloud is built for financial planning and analysis (FP&A) across all Lines of Business.

➢

IBP for Supply Chain provides operational planning capabilities focused on aligning strategic financial
plans of the company with the operational capabilities (inventory, resource capacities, procurement,
marketing)

➢

The output is a single, approved plan (Financial/Operating) as a blueprint for everyone to follow that
positively impacts the balance sheet and profit and loss Statements of the business.

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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Typical Business Process
1.

A high Level 3-5 yr. Strategic Plan is first created in SAC ( new markets,
product launch, M&A, etc.) and sent to IBP.

2.

IBP uses this Strategic Plan along with marketing, sales forecast, resource
capacity and inventory data to create a detailed operating plan for the next
1-3 yrs.

3.

IBP will then send the detailed operating plan to SAC as a starting point for
granular financial planning (e.g., detailed annual Budget – sales units by
region, cost assumptions, investments in capacity, etc.) that integrates the
operating plan.

4.

Iterations occur in IBP until consensus is reached on a single financial
budget and operating plan that allocates the critical resources of people,
equipment, inventory, materials, time and money to most efficiently satisfy
customer demand while maintaining high profit margins and working
capital (assets – liabilities).

5.

Finance and operations collaborate weekly or monthly on variance
analysis reporting (plan vs. actuals) to reforecast and model changes in
the business, industry or economy.

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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Collaborative Enterprise Planning
IBP - Sales & Operational Planning

Inventory
Planning (IBP)

SAC - Financial Planning & Analysis
Revenue
Planning (SAC)

Headcount
& Other Expense
Planning (SAC)

Balance Sheet
Planning (SAC)

Cash Flow
Planning (SAC)
CAPEX
Planning (SAC)

Procurement
Planning (IBP)

Analytics & Reporting (SAC / DiBo)

Marketing
Planning (IBP)

Sales Unit
Planning (IBP)

Capacity
Planning (IBP)

Resource
Planning (IBP)

Operating Plan

Annual Plan

High level P&L
(Long Range Planning)

Operational
Planning
Strategic
Corporate
Plan

Production
Planning (IBP)

Price
Planning (IBP)

NOTE – Today integration between SAC and IBP is done via flat file. A new IBP oDATA connector is scheduled for Q1 of
2019 for which SAC can consume.
© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ CONFIDENTIAL
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IBP for Sales & Operational Planning Summary
▪ Cloud Only
▪ Built in Supply Chain Logic
▪ Key Figure Based Modeling
▪ Capacity Constraints
▪ Inventory Optimization
▪ Built in Collaboration and Mobile Ready
▪ Aggregation/Disaggregation over
dynamic hierarchies and time horizons
▪ Drill down by attribute/characteristic
▪ Scenario and version comparisons
▪ Access to lowest level of transaction
detail and planning by any grouping of
attributes
▪ Excel Plugin
© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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SAC for Financial Planning Summary
▪ Cloud Only
▪ Built in Financial Intelligence
▪ Account based Modeling
▪ Top down or bottoms up
▪ Driver based planning
▪ Variance Analysis Reporting
▪ Collaboration and Commentary
▪ What if Simulations
▪ Workflow and task assignment
▪ Graphical Allocations
▪ Excel Plugin
▪ Predictive and ML Capabilities
▪ Analytics and Reporting
© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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Solution Strengths
SAC

IBP

Finance

Supply Chain

Financial logic built in
Machine
Learning

LOB
Planning
Annual
Budget

Long term
financial
strategy

Multi-currency
planning

Predictive
Forecasting

Financial
statements

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL

Modern
Analytics

Supply chain logic built in
Capacity
constraints
SCM type nodes
(warehouses,
production)
Inventory
optimization

Lead times
Demand /
supply
balancing
Product life
cycle
Product
allocation

Supply chain
monitoring and Statistical
demand
alerting
forecasting
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No process is more fundamental to predictable
financials than sale and operations planning

“Based on our research, every organization which aligns top-down financial plans with bottom-up demand plans, as part of their
S&OP, sees an improvement in the accuracy and predictability of their financial forecast.” - Matthew Spooner, Gartner
© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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Business value of collaborative enterprise planning
• Sales - Better forward visibility providing opportunity to
positively impact the customer, supply chain and potential
revenue

• Supply Chain - Reduction in unforeseen demand changes,
resulting in a smoother supply chain and profitability

• Finance – More accurate Forecast, Improved Working
Capital (e.g. optimized inventory levels), Cash flow
(purchase raw materials, hire labor force), Days Sales
Outstanding, etc.

• Team - Enhanced cross-functional teamwork and
collaboration

• Corporate – Increased Revenue, Reduced Costs, Raised
Profitability
© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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Turning Accounts Receivable Data into a
Strategic Business Asset
Pratt Industries Inc.
Conyers, Georgia
www.prattindustries.com

Pratt – the world’s largest, privately held, 100% recycled paper and packaging company – wanted to
automate its inefficient accounts receivable system. Having implemented the SAP® Analytics Cloud
solution with VantagePoint, it now has prompt, accurate data that adds true value to its business.

Industry
Mill products

Before: Challenges and Opportunities
• Migrate from a spreadsheet-based accounts receivable reporting system to a scalable and timely model
• Create a single source for up-to-date accounts-receivable transaction data that reflects all recent transactions
• Obtain reliable reporting and exception-based analysis and forecasting functionality with drill-down capabilities
• Improve management of past dues and the time-consuming, complex, cash-target-forecasts process

Products and Services
Manufacture of corrugated
packaging, recycled paper,
and recycled packaging
Employees
>7,000

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

Revenue
US$2.5 billion

SAP® Solutions
SAP® Analytics Cloud solution
and the SAP Business
Planning and Consolidation
application

Why SAP and VantagePoint
• SAP Analytics Cloud solution for automatic data feeds as well as compatibility with SAP ERP Central
Component and the SAP Business Warehouse and SAP Business Planning and Consolidation applications
• Cloud environment reducing the need for in-house IT resources
• Easy-to-use yet powerful solution with simple, quick visualization and personalized dashboards
• Ability to offer self-service, on-demand reporting
After: Value-Driven Results
• Enhanced forecasting capability, with quality data available for the treasury cash forecasting team
• Better business cash flow thanks to sales teams’ new understanding of the impact of payment terms
• Improved decision-making, with the ability to quickly visualize and compare financial statistics
• Eliminated past-due receivables equivalent to the cost to build another plant

Featured Partner

<1 day
To complete the cash targeting forecast,
down from a “best guess”

Immediate
Input of data as it is sourced

Improved
“The excellent SAP Analytics Cloud solution supports our mission to be
the best vertically integrated paper, packaging, and resource recovery
company in the western hemisphere.”
Stephen Filreis, SAP Program Management Office, Pratt Industries Inc.
Studio SAP | 53200enUS (17/09) ǀ This content is approved by the customer and may not be altered under any circumstances.

Days sales outstanding and past-due
management
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© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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“Your margin is my
opportunity”
Jeff Bezos

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL

•

overview of SAP Profitability & Performance
Management: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NSJ0ti3rbUQ

•

additional overview SAP Profitability & Performance
Management: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NtF3jVBJDjQ
26

Some Terminology

Variance
Analysis

Management versus Legal / TAX

Capacity

Department/LOB/Operational
Planning

Multi Currency

Unit Cost

Compliance

Operational Costing

Financial
Margin Analysis

Productivity

Rolling Forecast

Fixed / Variable

Profitability

What If Scenario’s
OPEX
CAPEX

Drivers
Accounts

Segment
Demand

Standardized
S&OP

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL

Planning

Fully Absorbed

Cost Simulation

Controllable

Allocation

Cost Centers
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Why Profitability/Costing Applications
● Margin pressure -> Process Costing, Product / Customer Profitability
● Complex Operational Analytics -> Multiple Data Sources
● Geopolitical risk -> Modeling Tariffs, Currency, Supply Chains
● Trusted data -> Transparency, Traceability, Auditability
● Simulation / what-if scenario analysis -> Business Analyst Owned

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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The Flaw of Averages
Plans based on average conditions are wrong on average

Dr. Sam Savage
© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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Voice of Customer – Finance Priorities – Profitability
CFOs and their teams continue to be challenged to provide better visibility into profitability while
effectively allocating costs. The results show a need for technology change.
How is your visibility into profitability?

How successfully do you allocate overhead costs and assets?

Percent of CFOs’ citing each level of assessment (n=109)

Percent of CFOs citing allocation and each level of effectiveness (n=106)

Company level
Business unit level
Product/service level

Geography/region level

51%
35%

29%
6%

33%
33%

41%

19%

Sales / Marketing / Advertising

17%

Customer Service/Support

19%

Procurement / Sourcing
Logistics / Fulfillment / Order…
Finance

13%

Channel level
Customer level

27%

21%

37%

27%

27%

24%

IT
HR

26%

43%

R&D
14%

50%

29%

PP&E

Needs to
improve

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL

Good
enough

Very
good

Don’t
allocate

27%

58%

21%
18%

15%

16%

23%

50%

18%

40%

17%

36%

12%

36%

14%

39%

Allocate –
not very effective

20%

18%

37%

26%

46%

8%

24%

20%

45%

11%

26%

19%

43%

15%

Working Capital
Not applicable
or not important

45%

11%

13%

Allocate –
moderately
effective

15%
27%

33%

16%

Allocate –
very
effective
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Source: Deloitte CFO Signals Survey, Q12014

Common Operational Analytics Tool

88 percent of all spreadsheets have “significant” errors

http://panko.shidler.hawaii.edu/SSR/Mypapers/whatknow.htm
© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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SAP Analytics Strategy | The Intelligent Enterprise

Manufacturing
& Supply Chain

Digital
Core

Digital Boardroom
People
Engagement
Network &
Spend
Management

Customer
Experience
Intelligent
Suite

Analytics Hub

Mobile

Planning
& Analysis

Intelligent
Technologies

AI/ML | IoT |

Business
Intelligence

One | Simple | Cloud

Analytics
Predictive

Digital
Platform
Data
Management

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL

Hybrid

Cloud
Platform

On Premise

Cloud
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Part of the Analytics Story – Costing and Profitability
Predict and Act
Plan
Forecast

Why:
•
Margin Pressure > Profitability and Cost management
•
Regulatory Compliance > Transparency
•
Globalization > Transfer price > Tax optimization

What is
the best that
could happen?

Predictive
Modeling
Generic
Predictive

Collective Insight

User Engagement

Collect and Report

Visualization

Raw
Data

Cleaned
Data

Standard
Reports

Enhance
Data

Ad Hoc
Reports &
OLAP

Self
Service BI

What will happen?

Why did it happen?
What happened?

Maturity of Analytics Capabilities

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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SAP Profitability and Performance Management – Solution Overview
•

What: Enables firms to maintain and execute complex revenue / cost allocation
models in order to create the data foundation for flexible, high-speed revenue and
cost analysis (monitoring and scenarios)

•

Who: For the business user – Finance / Tax
•
Minimal IT involvement
•
Execution of allocation models to create detailed multi-dimensional allocated
views

•

Integration:
•
Application built natively on HANA seamlessly integrated to S/4 and
supports various data sources
•
Easily leverages BW/4HANA and HANA for financial or operational cost driver
data sources
•
Runs standalone powered by SAP HANA and supports integration of various
data sources, such as ERP, planning and operational systems OR integrated
with SAP S4 and/or BPC

© 2019 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ INTERNAL ǀ
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SAP Profitability and Performance Management
Powerful insights to sources of organizational profitability
Provide the business with flexible profitability models
for better decisions

▪ Manage and measure profitability across multiple
industries, accessing multiple allocation methods,
including support for funds-transfer pricing
Quickly allocate and analyze cost and profitability data
at a granular level for quick business reactions
▪ Access superfast processing times through the SAP HANA
platform, running calculations on any size data model
without data replication

Integrated profit insights
▪ Augment profit insights through deep integration with SAP
BPC and optimization for SAP S/4HANA

© 2019 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ INTERNAL ǀ
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SAP Profitability and Performance Management (PaPM)
Data
Discovery

SAP Analytics Cloud
Planning

Predict

Scenarios

Forecasting

Auditability

Drill-Down

Allocation / Attribution / Assignment

Enrichment

Valuation

Calculation

Derivation

Present Value

Driver-based
Calc’s

Lookup

Balance Sheet

Predictive
Analytics

Currency and
Unit
Conversion

Capital Charge

R Language

Simulation
Application

Activity- Based Costing

Top-Down Distribution

Business
Data
Aggregator

Chargeback

Finance
and Risk
Calculation
Engine

Databases

SAP Applications

Functions

Other Apps & Data

SAP HANA, Oracle, IBM, MSQL Server,
Teradata, Hadoop, etc.

SAP S/4HANA, ERP, SAP BW, SAP
BPC, SAP FRDP, etc.

Web Services, Micro Services,
R Language, etc.

MS Excel, CSV,
other files

© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ INTERNAL

integrates with your systems in high speed … without data replication*
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•

Maintain and execute complex revenue /
cost allocation models

•

Flexible, high-speed cost driver, revenue
and pricing analysis

•

Simulate forecast future parameters across
time

•

Backward visibility/versioning

•

Enhances value case for HANA and
BW/4HANA as sources for operational cost
drivers

•

Seamless integration with S/4HANA and SAP
BPC
© 2019 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ INTERNAL ǀ
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Analyze and
Compare

Process and
Administrate

Application
layer

Cost / Revenue Modeling

Access
layer

SAP Profitability and Performance Management – Integration

SAC / SAP BI Suite

SAP BPC /
BW/4HANA

SAP PaPM

Enter and
Report

Business and
Financial
Modeling

Design and
Test
Scenarios

Capture and
Modify Data

Accounting /
ERP

SAP S/4HANA / COPA

In-Memory
Data Platform

SAP HANA

What are the Use Cases
Product/Service, Customer, Channel, Relationship Profitability, Lifetime
Customer Value, Cost to Acquire

CFO metrics: NII: Net interest income, PPNR: Pre-provision net revenue
Shared Services Cross-Charging (e.g., IT), Cost Management (Cost
Allocations and ABC)
Credit Risk Modeling (FASB's CECL Model: Current Expected Credit
Losses, IFRS 9 Financial Instruments)
Stress Testing (CCAR: Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review,
DFAST: Dodd Frank Annual Stress Testing, Solvency II)
FTP: Funds transfer pricing (NPV, Matched Maturity, Duration approaches
– Fisher Weil, Macaulay) Strip Funding approach or LTP: Liquidity transfer
pricing, FLP: Firm Liquidity Pricing, TLP: Term Liquidity Premium
Instrument / Portfolio Level Cash Flow Projections – Sensitivity Analysis,
Monte Carlo
Risk-based Pricing: Credit score, Credit history, Employment status and
income
© 2019 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ INTERNAL ǀ
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SAP Profitability and Performance Management
Customer example – multinational insurer in South Korea
 Large transformation project for several insurance entities including contract management and
finance with group-wide integration to front-office tools
 Enhanced level of process automation and consolidation of multiple product lines of insurance
products in one single SAP platform
 The new system enables the companies to evaluate current costs and expenses of insurance sales and
profitability as well as predictions on a policy coverage level (more than 400 different key figures)
helping them to develop and launch successful new products
 Processing of very high data volumes (6,5 billion transactions per month for 120 million insurance
policies)

 Currently largest PaPM implementation (16TB memory at runtime)
 Storage of input data and results data in BW on HANA
 Unprecedented processing speed (month-end processing from 40 hours in self-developed program
to 1 hour with PaPM, including postings to GL, allocations take 15-20 min)

© 2019 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ INTERNAL ǀ
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SAP Profitability and Performance Management
Customer example – global re-insurer in Switzerland
Customer Objective
 PaPM for preparation of estimated cashflows as required by IFRS 17

Details
 Combined implementation with SAP’s Financial Products Subledger (Smart AFI) for fulfilling IFRS 17
 PaPM creates estimated cashflow for individual insurance policies based on contractual cashflows
(premiums and other payments) provided by actuarial systems
 Estimated cashflows will be used as input for the subledger
 PaPM reads data from this subledger without data duplication (e.g. contract data, business partner data)
 Company plans to implement further use cases such as profitability and cost management and
Solvency II in the future

© 2019 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ INTERNAL ǀ
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SAP solutions for real-time customer and product profitability
S/4HANA and PaPM are complementary
Transactions

Analysis

Simulation

Prediction

Aggregation and analysis of granular data for profitability reporting

Detailed Costing /
Simulation – PaPM
(incl Non-S/4HANA data)

Primary costing on ERP dimensions
in SAP S/4HANA (COPA)

SAP HANA

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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What are the Use Cases – All Industries

Product, Customer, Channel Profitability

Bill of Materials (COPA Simulation)
Shared Service Costing

Cost to Serve (e.g., Distribution, Logistics)
Transfer Pricing (Operational or Funds)
Revenue Breakage

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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SAP Profitability and Performance Management
Graphical modeling user interface

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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SAP Profitability and Performance Management
Interactive visualization of Process, Rule and Value & Cost Flows and more

BOM Visualization

Hierarchy Visualization

Value and Cost Flow Visualization

Process and Rule Visualization

Dependency Visualization
© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL

Volume Visualization
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SAP Profitability and Performance Management
Sample content packages – Release 3.0 SP01
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Profitability and Cost Management
IT Cost Management
Funds and Liquidity Transfer Pricing
Allocation Simulation
Agile Plan and Forecast Modeling
Global transfer pricing
Carbon Footprint Management
Travel and Transportation profitability
Estimated Cashflow Preparation (Fiscal Restructuring and Deregulation Program Integrated)
Telecommunications Profitability and Cost Management
Chemicals Profitability and Cost Management
Airline Profitability and Cost Management
Consumer Product Profitability and Cost Management
Life Sciences Profitability and Cost Management
High Tech Profitability and Cost Management

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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Key Takeaways
● The business analyst owned solution provides
complete traceability of complex cost costing down
to activities & individual outputs across any
dimension – location, legal entity, etc.
● Provides allocation methodology transparency and
auditability for compliance
● Powered by SAP HANA – integration with ECC, S4,
SAC and BPC

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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Scope and benefits of SAC at
BDA
August 2019
Lucas Costa

About Bluetree
Preferred
implementation
partner

+
Growing team of SAP specialists

Building long-term alliances with our clients

Servicing Australia, New
Zealand and Asia
Our directors have won
SAP Australia awards

Innovation through processes and services

SAP and BW/HANA
Certified

100+

Working across
numerous industries

20+
SAP BI

30+
SAP BPC

Over 100 Performance Management Projects Implemented by our team

50
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22-HECTARE
URBAN RENEWAL
PROJECT

+6 BILLION
DEVELOPMENT

COMPLETION BY
2024

20,000
PERMANENT JOBS

3,500 RESIDENTS

$2 BILLION EACH
YEAR
THE NSW
Not ToTO
Be Distributed
ECONOMY
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Self-service
Reporting
Budgeting and
Forecasting for
Cost Centres
and Projects

Prime Reporting
(NSW Treasury)

The Project

SAP ByDesign
Integration

Management
Reporting
Balance Sheet
(Actual,
Automated
mapping for
planning
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The Project
Budgeting and Forecasting for Cost Centres and
Projects

SAP ByDesign Integration

Balance Sheet (Actual, Automated mapping for planning)

54

The Project
Management Reporting

Prime Reporting (NSW Treasury)

Self-service Reporting
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Sample screen
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Lessons learned
• Business users participations (as always)
• Focus on integrations and quality of the data e.g.:
hierarchies
• Build a solid training path – train the trainer
• Focus groups to discuss updates and how
impacts the solution
• Think big – start small
• Leverage your license the most you can!

59

How to get
started?

The roadmap to
SAC

• SAC Free Trial
• SAC Pre-build Content (SuccessFactors,
Fieldglass, S4HANA, Industries)
• Solution planning study
• Hybrid planning approach (S4, BW, BPC, IBP)

60

Contact details
Andreas Kral
SAP Analytics Centre of Excellence
Andreas.Kral@sap.com

Lucas Costa
New Zealand Country Manager
Bluetree Solutions
+64 21 482 322
lucas.costa@bluetree.co.nz

linkedin.com/in/Andreas-Kral
@AndreasKral

Connect with us on

Appendix

Predictive Forecasting
In-line predictive capabilities allow users to automatically forecast key values

▪

Flexibility to control target time horizon for
projections, and historical time horizon for
used for projections

▪

Forecast at different target time granularities

▪

Determine target weighting distribution

▪

Review visual indicators of expected best
case/worst case forecast

▪

See forecasted projections change in realtime with underlying source data updates

© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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In-Plan Master Data creation
Selective creation of new master data in-plan empowers users and expediates the planning process
▪

Insert newly added elements into
appropriate hierarchies as either a child or
sibling to an existing member

▪

Add relevant attribute information for newly
created members

▪

Automatically infer data access rights based
on surrounding elements

▪

Newly created members can be further
enriched as required

© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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Value Driver Tree
Change the way you visualize the financial impact of key drivers and assumptions
▪

Automatically generate VDTs based on
existing models

▪

Augment existing model data nodes with
VDT specific Year on Year growth or other
similar driver based nodes

▪

Enter data at any level and aggregate or
disaggregate automatically

▪

Run simulations against any version

▪

Leverage VDTs on the Digital Boardroom to
simplify and strength strategic forecasting

© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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Planning in Excel
Consume and contribute to planning models directly from SAP Analysis for Microsoft Office
Feature:
▪
Adhoc analysis directly against SAP Analytics
Cloud
Planning
models
Create
reporting
formulas
to aggregate values or
perform simple analysis within the summary
▪sheet
Ability to update existing values directly in
Excel, including ability for automatic data
disaggregation
Benefit:
▪

Support for version management including
Reporting formulas can be used to aggregate
creation of private versioning, sharing of private
information from multiple sources
versions, and publishing of private to public
versions
Example:
Brand manager would like to track her team’s
performance by creating a variance calculation to
compare actuals to plan

© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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Solution Management

Smart Discovery
Discover top influencers of performance and drive those back into the plan
▪

Analyze patterns across your data

▪

Highlight key influencers driving your KPIs

▪

Gain additional insights into these influencers

▪

Easily simulate what-if scenarios based on the
surfaced variables

▪

Identify outliers

© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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Solution Management

Smart Insights
Augment manual insights with embedded intelligence for specific KPIs
▪

Instant in-line insights on contributor analysis for
the selected KPI

▪

Identify key contributors and automatically
ordered these by highest relative rank of key
influencers across all major contributing factors

▪

Further analyze top contributors against filtered
attributes

▪

Drill into each major contributor to see contributor
breakdown and average amounts

© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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Solution Management

Search to Insight
Type questions in natural language to get the answers you seek
▪

Enter questions in conversational language

▪

Use auto suggest to simplify searches

▪

Easily review all relevant search results

▪

Further filter and analyze specific results

© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL
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Product Description

One | Simple | Cloud
Planning

Business Intelligence

Sharing
Simulation

Data Preparation
Storytelling

Predictive

Application Design

Forecasting
Automated Insights

Custom Apps
SDK Extensions

Mobile

Digital Boardroom

SAP Analytics Hub

SAP Analytics Cloud

On Premise

Hybrid

Cloud

Unified experience for Planning, BI and Predictive all in one service
Live data connectivity enables SaaS for everyone
End-to-end analytics for the Intelligent Enterprise

© 2017 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ CUSTOMER

This presentation and SAP‘s strategy and possible future developments are subject to change and may be changed by SAP at any time for any reason without notice. This document is
provided without a warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement
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Application Design Definition
What is an application?
▪ Applications range from simple dashboards to complex applications
▪ Applications expose custom logic based on scripting
▪ Applications are created by a few experts to be consumed by many

What is application design?
▪ Rich set of capabilities for professional designers of analysis applications to meet sophisticated business requirements
▪ Dedicated development environment with advanced scripting capabilities
▪ Drive standardization of analytics content, create reusable UI elements and application logic (such as headers, footers, toolbars)
▪ Extending Applications via SDKs and APIs

This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time.
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Product Description

Application Design
Professional design of centrally governable analytic content, ranging from dashboards via guided
analytics to sophisticated planning and Smart Predict applications

Overview
▪ Intuitive design environment in browser
▪ Large set of design widgets

▪ Function-rich scripting editor
▪ Theming and customization
▪ SDK extensions
▪ Application and story share data connectivity and UI artifacts
▪ Widgets with charts or tables that can be reused in stories
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World's Largest User Survey Shows
Top Rankings for SAP Analytics Cloud

SAP and SAP Analytics Cloud ranked ahead of all other
large international BI vendors for the following KPIs
▪ Business Value

▪ Cloud BI

▪ Customer Satisfaction

▪ Innovation

▪ 52% chose it because of the high innovative capacity of SAP
▪ 87% rate its price-performance ratio as good or excellent
▪ 96% would recommend it

Read more info
▪ www.sap.com/barc-bi-survey-18
▪ www.bi-survey.com/product/sap-analytics-cloud
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SAP Analytics Cloud SaaS platform

Applications
Analytic
Capabilities

Core
Capabilities

SAP Digital Boardroom

SAP Analytics Hub

BI

Planning

Discovery

Events and Workflows

Charts and Table

Allocation

Geospatial

Value Driver Tree Simulation

Data
Connectivity

Wrangling

Modeling

PaaS
IaaS

Mobile Experience

Predictive
Smart Assist

App Building*

Embedding

Scripting

Analytics into
Applications

Composites

Build and deploy
predictive models*

Administration
Auditing

Analytics Store

UI theme and stylesheet

Story
Experience

Collaboration

Mobile

APIs

SAP Cloud Platform
Amazon Web Services*

Cloud data sources
and applications

SAP data center

Google Cloud Platform*

On-premise data sources and
applications
* Planned Product Direction

This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time.
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SAP Analytics Cloud and SAP Digital Boardroom
Key trends, customer needs, and value proposition
▪ Increasing the speed of business requires business intelligence,
predictive, and planning capabilities combined in one platform.
▪ Manual analytic processes need to be augmented with machine
learning to find explanations in data.
▪ Management no longer accepts static PowerPoints to lead their
businesses. They want full visibility to their business in real time.
▪ Corporate knowledge is escaping as the complexity of business
increases. The need for in-context information to drive better
decisions requires better smart data wrangling and blending that
comes from a sophisticated, analytic platform.
▪ Companies are realizing that single-scenario plans are very
limited and do not prepare them for big decisions and pivots for
midplanning, which requires unlimited private and public
scenarios.
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SAP Analytics Cloud and SAP Digital Boardroom
Product and portfolio vision areas of future investment
▪ Digital transformation: Support for the journey to an agile, optimized digital company
▪ Hybrid analytics: A seamless experience for on-premise and cloud technology to work together
▪ Live and imported data sources: Expanding the breadth of data sources and enriching the data experience

▪ Microservices: Integration of analytic capabilities of SAP Analytics Cloud by merging SAP Cloud Platform
and other platforms
▪ SAP S/4HANA: The ability to connect the strategic plan to detailed, actual results
▪ Adaptable planning: Support for agile simulation and what-if scenarios, integrated with smart capabilities
▪ Extending smart capabilities: Additional predictive algorithms and machine learning methods added to
conversational AI
▪ Mobile: Focusing the user experience to allow users to engage with their content anywhere
▪ In-context digital meeting experience: Continuous insights, real-time planning, and built-in collaboration to
capture knowledge provided by SAP Digital Boardroom
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